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CASE STUDY 
HOW EVERTON FOOTBALL CLUB 
USED FASTSTATS TO WIN THE HEARTS & MINDS OF FANS 
By Neil Martin, Commercial Director at Qbase.  

 
THE OBJECTIVE 

For the 2017/2018 season, Everton Football Club set out to secure record retention of Season Ticket 

holders, equating to sales of just over 31,000 Season Tickets. To do this, they needed to win the 

hearts and minds of Evertonians and create strong connections with their fans.  

 

By the end of the campaign, the Club had a new segmentation approach in place and achieved 

unprecedented levels of analysis with Apteco FastStats. It shaped their most successful 

personalised marketing campaign ever. This paper explores how Everton and Qbase worked 

together to achieve this success.  

 

HIGHLIGHTS 

• Record retention rate of 94% amongst existing Season Ticket holders 

• 85% of high churn risk fans renewed 

• Young fan retention increased by 16% 

• Pipeline of new supporters secured 

• Additional revenue of £300k generated 

 

EVERTON FC 

Everton Football Club were founding members of The Football League in 1888. They have competed 

in the top division for a record 114 seasons, winning the League Championship nine times and the 

FA Cup five times. Their motto Nil Satis Nisi Optimum meaning “nothing but the best is good enough” 

underpins their goal to be the best football club, both on and off the pitch. The Club knew that data- 

driven insight was critical in helping them get business decisions right and called on Qbase, Apteco’s 

Best Performing FastStats Partner, to help.  
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THE CHALLENGE 

The Club wanted to create a personal, memorable match day experience that supporters wanted to 

savour, again and again. For this they needed fast insight into fans’ motivations, which started with 

getting closer to their data. Before Everton introduced FastStats, their data infrastructure presented 

several challenges. Data quality and accuracy was an issue and reporting and data analysis 

capability was limited.  Updating the existing data warehouse was time intensive and prone to errors.  

 

Everton also needed to combine and make sense of the huge volumes of fan information they held. 

Pre-FastStats, the Club knew how many Season Ticket holders they had each season and if they 

were new, renewing or churned fans. However, this gave no indication of churn risk factor.   

 

Whether a fan was likely to renew their Season Ticket or not, and what motivated either decision 

was unknown. A more sophisticated and agile system was needed if Everton were to gain the level 

of insight and analysis they needed to engage fans and meet their sales target. 

 

THE SOLUTION 

The solution started by Qbase firstly taking the CRM and Salesforce system’s information, 

comprising ticketing sales and turnstile data, and effectively building a data layer. From this, Qbase 

could build a bespoke FastStats system that supported Everton’s specific analysis and insight needs. 

 

The second task was that data needed to be accurate. In this case, it was not just a matter of simply 

cleansing names and addresses on the database. There were huge volumes of historical ticketing 

information that had to be structured and then normalised in a way that could provide the level of 

insight needed.  

 

Qbase built a carbon copy of sales force for ease of data auditing and quality control. Once this was 

validated and data quality reconciled, Qbase redesigned FastStats from the user’s perspective in a 

way that would meet Everton’s specific requirements. Today, within the first half of a football match 

(45mins) Qbase can receive, transform and update Everton’s FastStats Insight and Marketing 

system.  

 

UNDERSTANDING SUPPORTER BEHAVIOUR 

So why were some fans at higher risk of churn than others? What were the underlying factors in 

whether a fan chose to renew or not? What exactly characterised a loyal supporter? Working with 

Qbase, Everton were able to use FastStats to undertake deep dive analysis and insight of their 

customers. With FastStats it was easy to run a range of insight variables and build invaluable 

analysis reports around transactional, demographical, behavioural and attitudinal fan data.  
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PURCHASING BEHAVIOUR & TACTICAL SEGMENTATION 

To begin to evaluate churn risk, the Club needed to understand purchasing behaviour over time. 

With FastStats, Everton created a series of Season Ticket purchase arrays for each individual on 

the system dating back to 2003. Now Everton needed to begin to build a behavioural profile of 

different types of supporters and ran an online survey to understand their motivations.  

 

Using feedback, they built a segmentation model, applying the findings back within FastStats to the 

entire database using discriminant analysis. It identified different clusters of archetypal Everton fans, 

with similar behaviours and attitudes towards the Club.  Each of the segments engaged with the Club 

in a certain way. This insight was vital in scoring retention probability of specific fan segments.   

 

AGE CHURN RISK & PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR 

With FastStats, analysis revealed that age was a factor in retention, with younger fans less likely to 

renew than older, more traditional supporters. The variables run through the system allowed even 

further segmentation. It proved that due to affordability reasons, moving price band into the next 

Season Ticket holder category was a big factor in churn risk for younger supporters.  

 

Fan engagement could be also measured by analysing purchase date data, against purchase 

deadlines. For example, in general, a fan buying on the ‘Guarantee Your Seat’ deadline day in April 

indicated lower engagement and higher churn risk, than one buying on day one of the sales. Everton 

also measured churn risk by whether the supporter was new, renewing or returning. With FastStats 

it was possible to take granular Season Ticket transaction data over five seasons, to establish any 

gaps (or unengaged periods) in the supporter’s history.  

 

NEW PRICING MODELS 

This insight shaped an initiative to incentivise supporters to renew earlier.  New Direct Debit payment 

options were introduced to spread the costs. For younger fans, new more affordable pricing categories 

were introduced, reducing the average price increase by 61%. This prompted many positive case 

studies from young fans who had been considering letting their Season Ticket lapse due to affordability 

reasons.  

 

DRIVETIME AND SEAT DYNAMICS 

Drive time to Goodison Park was calculated, revealing that fans living more than an hour away were 

a higher churn risk. What about the actual location of the Season Ticket seat itself? Was the position 

in the stadium a factor?  
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Seat dynamics were analysed, examining the number of unique individuals holding a Season Ticket 

in each stadium seat over the past decade. It backed up the theory that a seat never used as a 

Season Ticket seat may have a poorer quality view and was impacting on retention.  

 

RISK RETENTION SCORE 

FastStats now had the all data and insight variables it needed to pinpoint retention factors. This 

powered a Retention Risk Score model identifying risk at individual level and grouping them as very 

high risk, moderate or very low risk. 

 

ENHANCED PERSONALISATION 

The new segmentation model and risk score informed 

several tactical marketing initiatives to appeal to different 

fans. Longer standing, older supporters, who had often 

attended fixtures for many years tended to be more 

traditional in behaviour.  Younger, though financially 

challenged fans, followed the Club passionately at home 

and away. They had a great desire to engage with the 

Club, taking every opportunity to catch up on current news. 

 

High churn risk groups within these segments were targeted at the optimal time, with 

communications tailored to their attitudinal views. Personalised emails sent to traditional segments 

for example, featured images of previous Everton legends, such as Dixie Dean, while emails to 

younger fans focused on the present-day squad and manager. Email open rates increased more 

than two-fold and the impact of this marketing generated £300,000 of additional revenue for the 

Club. 

 

PROFILING & DECISION TREES 

In parallel with the Season Ticket campaign, Everton ran an initiative to build a pipeline of prospective 

Season Ticket holders. Fans were invited to register their interest for the new season online. Creating 

a series of profiles and decision trees in FastStats identified like-minded individuals who hadn’t yet 

registered their interest.  This insight prompted targeted communications, increasing the number of 

individuals wanting to purchase a Season Ticket and helping to build a waiting list of over 12,000 fans. 
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With a week to go, the Club still needed a significant number of sales to hit their Season Ticket sales 

target. FastStats showed, of the supporters left to renew, the majority had a low churn risk. This insight 

provided factual reassurance to the business and saved unnecessary marketing resources being used 

in the final days leading up to the deadline. 

 

POST CAMPAIGN 

Today, FastStats is at the heart of data-driven decision making at Everton. It supports all areas of the 

Club’s strategy, underpinning marketing campaigns and fan engagement initiatives.  

 

QBASE COMMENT 

In today’s economic climate, businesses are looking to make fast, informed decisions. Everton are a 

fantastic example of how this can be achieved by putting data-driven insight at the very core of the 

business. By unlocking the value in their data, the Club could not only get closer to their fans, it also 

shaped business decisions about how they interacted with their customers, increasing ROI, opening 

up new opportunities and reducing costs and marketing wastage. 
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